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DNA, nucleotides and nucleotides
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RNA structure and functions
RNA looks like DNA but:
-single strand
-Uracile
-biological and chemical
unstability
-many different functions!

RNA may have different functions (transfert,
ribosomal, expression regulation, interference)
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Base pairing in a DNA double helix

This is fundamental!!
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Melting of a double stranded DNA
thermal denaturation

A,T : 2 H bonds
C, G: 3 H bonds

Hypochromism: dsDNA
has a lower extinction
coefficient than ssDNA or
free nucleotides
Alkaline denaturation of a
AT rich domain
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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How naming a double stranded DNA?

3’

direct strand

Naming of a ‘direct’ strand:
5’

base 1

base 3

5’

AACTGGGTCAATTCCG 3 ’

Naming of the ‘complementary’
st:
base 2

base 2
3’

TTGACCCAGTTAAGGC 5 ’ ou
5 ’ CGGAATTGACCCAGTT 3 ’

base 3

which is different to:

base 1

5’
3’

5’

TTGACCCAGTTAAGGC 3 ’

complementary strand
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The central dogma in Molecular Biology
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Gene structure and function
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Comparison of few genome sizes
ORGANISMES

Genome sizes
(paires de bases)

VIRUS:
SV40
phage l
phage T2
vaccinia

5243
48502
166000
190000

BACTERIA:
mycoplasma
Escherichia coli

7.6 105
4.7 106

EUCARYOTES:
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Dictyostelium discoideum
Arabidopsis thaliana
Caenorhabitis elegans
Drosophila melanogaster
Gallus domesticus
Mus musculatus
Rattus norvegicus
Xenopus laevis
Homo sapiens
Zea mays
Nicotiana tabacum
Bufo bufo
Lilium davidii

1.5 107
5.4 107
7.0 107
8.0 107
1.4 108
1.2 109
2.7 109
3.0 109
3.1 109
3.3 109
3.9 109
4.8 109
6.6 109
4.0 1010

Redondance
(% unique copy)

Number of
genes
6
20
240

3000

7 104

89
70

1.9 104

60
80
70

1.6 104
1.8 104
1.6 104
2+2 105
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75
64

6800
10000
11000
11000
13000

25000

20
36
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Duplication of DNA and genetic information storage

semi-replicative process
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Replication fork in mammals
13

Gene transcription in RNA
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Traduction of mRNA into proteins
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Nucleic acid unstability - Darwinian origin of life
At the very beginning (few billions years): Only
some small organic molecules (such as urea),
then more complex molecules: amino-acids,
RNA then lipids, vesicles and eventually cells
(Procaryotes)
Evolution from simple systems, unicellular to
more and more complex objects
Principles of Darwinism:
-Evolution is ineluctable
-Natural selection generates evolution
-Possible thanks to genetic variability
Darwin argued that since offspring tend to vary slightly from their parents, mutations that
make an organism better adapted to its environment will be encouraged and developed by
the pressures of natural selection, leading to the evolution of new species differing widely
from one another and from their common ancestors. Darwinism was later developed by
the findings of Mendelian genetics (see neo-Darwinian ).
Yoann Roupioz
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Phylogenesis

•

Molecular phylogeny builds the story of
evolution for the living organisms

• The dogma:
« the closer are two living organisms, the
c l o s e r a re t h e s e q u e n c e s o f t h e i r
biomolecules (DNA, RNA and proteins).»
• Most used sequences:
rRNA >> DNA > proteins

Tree of Life
Yoann Roupioz
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The branches of the Tree of Life

Procaryotes (Eubacteria et Archeobacterai) vs Eucaryotes
Univellular, large variety but only few genes
(1000-4000), fed with inorganic salts

Unicellular or multicellular organisms
More complex biological objects, DNA stored as
chromosomes
Four regna: mycetes, animals, vegetals and protists

Eubacteria vs Archaebacteria
Extreme conditions (temperature, high pressure, salts)

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA lesions
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Time and physio-chemical conditions...

... are critical issues for DNA stability over centuries, or millenium.
Otherwise, DNA is a very stable compound on a « human » time scale.
Then DNA can be used as a building block for « non natural » purposes

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA solid phase synthesis

-short fragments (<100 bases)
1

-RNA and DNA, and NA analogs as
well ! All single stranded

4

-modifications can be incorporated
everywhere (fluorescent labeling,
biotin, amines, carboxylic acids,
thiols, etc)
-many suppliers, cheaper and
cheaper

2

3

-quality control required

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA synthesis
nucleic acids analogs

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA PCR-based synthesis
• PCR amplifies DNA
– Makes lots and lots of copies of a few copies of DNA
– Can copy different lengths of DNA, doesn’t have to copy the
whole length of a DNA molecule
• One gene
• Several genes

• Artificial process which imitates natural DNA replication
• Requires a DNA template and specific DNA primers

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Routine techniques in molecular biology: NUCLEIC ACIDS
Biological synthesis: PCR - Polymerase Chain Reaction

-requires starting material (DNA or RNA sequence)
-primer design needed. They are obtained by solid phase synthesis
-fully automated, pretty affordable
-yields double stranded DNA
11/09/18
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
-no incorporation of modifications (except in the primers)
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Routine techniques in molecular biology: NUCLEIC ACIDS
Polymerase Chain Reaction

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Routine techniques in molecular biology: NUCLEIC ACIDS
Polymerase Chain Reaction

A simple thermocycling protocol

1X

35X

1X

94ºC 94ºC
72ºC

3 min 1 min

extension

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018

1 min

45 sec

annealing

denaturation

Initial denaturation
of DNA

55ºC

4ºC

∞ hold

11/09/18
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Biosensors & Microarrays

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Antibodies used as bioprobes
Capable of specific binding to a dedicated
molecular structure (epitope) to
neutralize/eliminate a pathogen
PW= 150 kD

•
•
•

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018

Monoclonal vs Polyclonal
Specific to a large variety
of targets
But some limitations:
-toxins
-small molecules
-antibody stability
-cost
31

Biosensor with antibodies:
immunoassays

human chorionic gonadotropin

TARGET
PROBE
TRANSDUCER

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Antibody production:
a long and expensive process!

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Toward new ARN/DNA functionalities: aptamers

• Aims at mimicking antibodies
• NA are more stable than proteins,
they are cheaper and easier of synthesize
• Might be used against several targets
• Selection using the SELEX strategy although
this approach remains challenging (artefact)

The thrombin aptamer (aqua) forms a specific
binding surface with the thrombin protein (blue).
Thiel, Nature Biotechnology 22, 649 - 651 (2004)
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Toward new ARN/DNA functionalities: the SELEX

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Thrombin = first protein targeted for DNA aptamer recognitio

A
G
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C
G
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APT 1
(Bock, 1992)

T

15 bases
KD : 2 – 200 nM

APT 2
(Tasset, 1997)
29 bases
KD : 0.5 – 250 nM

T

G

G

T

A

T

C

G

G

G

T

Source : Huntington, Nature, 2000

Huang et al., Talanta, 2010
Zhao et al., Biosens. Bioelectron., 2011
Edwards et al., Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 2010…
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Introduction & Contexte

Aptamers raised againt a targeted protein

Small molecule detection

•
•

Antibodies can hardly be raised against small molecules
Aptamers may address this issue
Target
Adenosine
TriPhosphate

Binding affinity (Kd)
6 μM

Year
1995

Dopamine

700 nM

2009

Bisphenol A

8.3 nM

2011

Kanamycin

78.8 nM

2011

Ampicillin

9.4–13.4 nM

2012

Cellobiose

600 nM

1998

Cholic acid

5–67.5 μM

2000

Examples of small molecules reported in the literature that
have been confirmed to bind specific aptamers.
M. McKeague, M. DeRosa, Journal of Nucleic Acids, vol. 2012.

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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The most famous aptamer against small targets

Adenosine
2 Adenosines
molecules

: Adénosine
5’

ACCT
CTCTTGGA
3’

Lin et al., Chemistry & Biology, 1997.

GTA
T
CGT
27 bases
KD : 6 µM

Huizenga et al., Biochemistry, 1995.
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Biosensors made of DNA and gold nanoparticles
cutAPT-ADE
cutAPT-ADE

5’ TTT TTAGAGAACCT
3’ CTCTTGGA

GTA
T
CGT

5’ TTT TTAGAGAACCT
3’ GAGATGGA

APT-ADE4

GTA
T
CGT

APT-ADE8

grafting on gold nanoparticles

cutAPT-ADE

A

S -T10 - AGAGAACCT

3’
GTAT

3’ GAGATGGAA

APT-ADE4

CGT -T10 - S

APT-ADE8

3’ CTCTTGGA A

CGT -T10 - S

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Biosensors made of DNA and gold nanoparticles

cutAPT-ADE
S -T10 - AGAGAACCT

3’
A
GTAT

APT-ADE4

3’ GAGATGGAA

CGT -T10 - S

+ Adenosine

S -T10 - AGAGAACCT
3’ GAGATGGAA
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018

A
GTAT 3’
CGT -T10 - S
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Biosensors made of DNA and gold nanoparticles

cutAPT-ADE
S -T10 - AGAGAACCT

3’
A
GTAT
3’ GAGATGGAA

APT-ADE4
CGT -T10 - S

+ Uridine

S -T10 - AGAGAACCT
3’ GAGATGGAA
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018

A
GTAT 3’
CGT -T10 - S
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Biosensors made of DNA and gold nanoparticles
cutAPT-ADE
S -T10 - AGAGAACCT

A
GTAT 3’

3’ CTCTTGGA A

CGT -T10 - S
APT-ADE8

Self-assembling at room
temperature

S -T10 – A GAGAACCT
3’ CTCTTGGA A

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018

A
GTAT 3’
CGT -T10 - S
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Biosensors made of DNA and gold nanoparticles

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Data storage using DNA

Encoding of all 154 of Shakespeare’s
sonnets, a classic scientific paper, a
medium-resolution colour photograph
(JPEG 2000 format), a 26-s excerpt from
Martin Luther King’s 1963 ‘I have a
dream’ speech (MP3 format) and a
Huffman code in DNA (739 kilobytes)

Goldman, N. et al. Nature 494, 77–80 (2013).
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Data storage using DNA
In all, the five files were represented by a total of
153,335 strings of DNA, each comprising 117 nucleotides

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Data storage using DNA

Synthesis of about 1.2 x107 copies of each DNA string
Errors occurred only rarely (about 1 error per 500 bases)
In all, the five files were represented by a total of
153,335 strings of DNA, each comprising 117 nucleotides
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION RES
Then shipping from the USA to Germany, via the UK, resuspension,
amplification and purification followed by sequencing at the EMBL Genomics
Core facility

x: number of bases
for information storage
1b
cap

114 bases
for information storage and indexing

y: number of bases
for indexing

S: total number
of strings
required
1b 1b
parity cap

Supplementary Figure 4 | Schematic representation of information encoding in DNA.
Multiple strings are used, each comprising 117 bases of which x may be used for storing
information and y for indexing, with x + y = 114.

Intuitively, we can anticipate that the relationship between S and I is not linear: as the
49
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
amount of information increases, the number of strings required also increases; this in turn

Data storage using DNA
107

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION RESEARCH

This work
Gibson et al. 2010

Bits encoded and recovered

10

6

Church et al.
2012

105
104

Ailenberg &
Rotstein 2010
Kac 1999

103
Wong et al.
2003

102
101

Supplementary Figure 1 |
Amounts of human-designed
information stored in DNA
and successfully recovered.
Information content is
measured in bits; note the
logarithmic scale on the y-axis.
Blue points indicate studies not
adapted to high-throughput data
storage; green indicates highthroughput methods. The grey
point indicates that part of the
Gibson et al. (2010)
experiment8 that encoded
information of non-biological
origin.

100
1997

2001

2005

2009

2013

Year

Goldman, N. et al. Nature 494, 77–80 (2013).
a
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innovation, improving their speed.

Data storage using DNA
Data conversion
for DNA synthesis Postprocessing

Computational work

Laboratory work

Transfer among sites

1 day

Writing
DNA synthesis

Transport
US UK
Transport
UK DE

Reading

Sample preparation
2.1 days

1.6 days

Individual sample preparation

Sequencing with Illumina HiSeq

Fragment clustering

Compression

Analysis

Data transfer
15.6 days

Supplementary Figure 9 | Timeline of DNA-storage experiment. We report only periods
of active work on the experiment. We have omitted time taken to devise repairs for the file
with two information gaps (above).

Information storage density. We recovered 757,051 bytes of information from 337 pg of
DNA (above), giving an information storage density of ~2.2 PB/g (= 757,051/337 10-12).
We note that this information density is enough to store the US National Archives and
Records Administration’s Electronic Records Archives’ 2011 total of ~100 TB (ref. 55) in
< 0.05 g of DNA, the Internet Archive Wayback Machines’s 2 PB archive of web sites56 in
~1 g of DNA, and CERN’s 80 PB CASTOR system for LHC data25 in ~35 g of DNA.
Goldman, N. et al. Nature 494, 77–80 (2013).

REFERENCES FOR SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Data storage using DNA
« If information could be packaged as densely as it is in the genes of the
bacterium Escherichia coli, the world's storage needs could be met by
about a kilogram of DNA »

Nature 537, 22–24 , 2016 doi:10.1038/537022a
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA unique self-assembling properties

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Fig. 1. Conformations of four-way junctions. (
• These structures have been described in 1964 by Robin Holliday
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DNA Four-ways junctions
« Holliday junctions »

•
•
•

These structures have been described in 1964 by Robin Holliday
Key intermediatestructure in many types of genetic recombination, as well as in
double-strand break repair
Natural 4-ways junctions have a symmetrical sequence and are thus mobile,
meaning that the four individual arms may slide through the junction

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA six-ways junctions

•
•
•

These structures have been designed and produced in the early 1980s by Nadrian
Seeman, State Univ. New York
Inspiration from 4-ways junctions and protein troubles for cristallography
He got the initial idea while he was drinking a beer in a bar and looking at this
painting of flying fishes…

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Mobile Holliday junction
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FIG. 2. The recombinational
junction.
(a) The Holliday
[ 1964) structure
as originally
proposed.
The shaded backbones
were initially
paired
3’ directions
of the 99,237-247
strands. The full headed
xclusively
to each other, as were the unshaded
backbones.
The half-arrows
indicate
the 5 ‘+J. theor.
Biol. (1982)
rrows indicate the axis of two-fold
symmetry.
The place where the strands cross is the junction.
Migration
of the junction
corresponds
to
e movement
of this point up or down. This representation
is identical
to that shown in (b), in which the possible four-fold
backbone
(1969). Broker
& Lehman
(1971) and Sobell (1972) is more apparent.
The two-fold
sequence
ymmetry
originally
suggested by Emerson
ymmetry
is indicated
by the lens-shaped
object in the middle of the structure.
Migration
of the branch point in either direction
is indicated
Nucleic Acid Junctions The
and gLattices
y reactions
I and II in the transition
to (CI. The eventual
end product
of the repetition
of reaction
I is a return to the original pairing.
\o
ventual
end product
of the repetition
of reaction
II is a newly hybridized
pair of double helices.
NADRIAN
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C. SEEMAN

Center for Biological Macromolecules,
State University
of New York
58
at Albany, Albany, New York 12222, U.S.A.
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strand in the immobile junc
e migratory event, it is necessary to go to a second class of molecules,
Fig. 3 is a series of 13 overlapping segments of length 4.
emi-mobile junctions; these complexes are capable of limited migration
n the confines of a fundamentally immobile structure. An example of
C-G
mi-mobile junction is shown in Fig. 4. This junction is able to accomplish
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G.C

C-G
C-G
T.A
T-A

C-G

C*G

r
TGAGACCG

GCACAAGT

iC;C;GGi

C-G
C-G

4. A semi-mobile
junction.
This junction
may undergo
the reactions
indicated,
but
ot go beyond them and resolve into two linear duplexes.
Thus, it constitutes
a simple
The rules of migration
are satisfied
for the two states shown, but the rules for
ration
come into play for any further
migratory
events in either direction.

-flop, as indicated in the figure, but it is incapable of complete
ution. In order to generate such a junction, the mobile bases and the
phates which flank them must be considered
of the
bend. Thus,
FIG. part
3. An
immobile
nucleic acid junction
are considered
indicated
by totheabut
half-arrowheads.
base pairs which flank the mobile bases 5’+
are 3’,now

G*C
C-G
T-A
T-A
G.C
C.G

of rank 4. The directions
The sequence fulfills all the
text. Note that all the sets of base pairs are in accord with rule 4, not
which flank the junction.
This junction
was generated
with N, = 4. It has
probability
of 0.9999 at 30°C.
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minimum converged values of R free are reported.

Holliday junction conformations
‡R

Fig. 2. The Holliday junction structure of d(CCGGTACCGG). (A) Four strands of the sequence assemble into the stacked-X conformation of a four-way junction.
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The strands are numbered 1 to 10 from the 5! to the 3! termini. (B) View along the Holliday junction. Two duplexes, formed by stacking arms D-A over A-B and
C-D over B-C, are related by a right-handed twist of 41.4°. (C) Stereoview down the 2-fold axis of the junction. The B and D strands pass from one set of stacked

Holliday junction conformations

(c)

Fig. 7. Three molecular structures of the four-way DNA junction. Stereoviews of the structures have
been generated from the coordinates of three different junctions solved by X-ray crystallography. (a) The
DNA–RNA junctions of the DNAzyme (Nowakowski et al. 1999). The view presented is that of the
major groove side, Yoann
fromRoupioz,
a rotated
perspective that shows the angle between the helical axes.
The helix
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ating sides of a helix, but any odd number of half-turns may be used.
n this study, data are consistent with an inter-helix gap of 1 nm
or 1.5-turn spacing and 1.5 nm for 2.5-turn spacing, yielding a
-resolution of 6 or 7 nm, respectively.
Conceptually, the second step (illustrated in Fig. 1b) proceeds by
olding a single long scaffold strand (900 nucleotides (nt) in Fig. 1b)
ack and forth in a raster fill pattern so that it comprises one of the
wo strands in every helix; progression of the scaffold from one helix
o another creates an additional set of crossovers, the ‘scaffold
rossovers’ (indicated by small red crosses in Fig. 1b). The fundamental constraint on a folding path is that the scaffold can form a
rossover only at those locations
where
the DNA1 twist places it at a
Paul W.
K. Rothemund

DNA origami

crossovers must be an even number of half-turns. Note that th
folding path shown in Fig. 1b is compatible with a circular scaffo
and leaves a ‘seam’ (a contour which the path does not cross).
Once the geometric model and a folding path are designed, the
are represented as lists of DNA lengths and offsets in units of hal
turns. These lists, along with the DNA sequence of the actual scaffo
to be used, are input to a computer program. Rather than assumin
10.5 base pairs (bp) per turn (which corresponds to standard B-DN
twist), the program uses an integer number of bases between period
crossovers (for example, 16 bp for 1.5 turns). It then performs th
Vol
440|16
March
2006|doi:10.1038/nature04586
third
step, the
design
of a set of ‘staple strands’ (the coloured DN
strands in Fig. 1c) that provide Watson–Crick complements for th
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Folding DNA to create nanoscale shapes
and patterns

‘Bottom-up fabrication’, which exploits the intrinsic properties of atoms and molecules to direct their self-organization, is
widely used to make relatively simple nanostructures. A key goal for this approach is to create nanostructures of high
complexity, matching that routinely achieved by ‘top-down’ methods. The self-assembly of DNA molecules provides an
attractive route towards this goal. Here I describe a simple method for folding long, single-stranded DNA molecules into
arbitrary two-dimensional shapes. The design for a desired shape is made by raster-filling the shape with a 7-kilobase
single-stranded scaffold and by choosing over 200 short oligonucleotide ‘staple strands’ to hold the scaffold in place.
Once synthesized and mixed, the staple and scaffold strands self-assemble in a single step. The resulting DNA
structures are roughly 100 nm in diameter and approximate desired shapes such as squares, disks and five-pointed stars
with a spatial resolution of 6 nm. Because each oligonucleotide can serve as a 6-nm pixel, the structures can be
programmed to bear complex patterns such as words and images on their surfaces. Finally, individual DNA structures
can be programmed to form larger assemblies, including extended periodic lattices and a hexamer of triangles (which
constitutes a 30-megadalton molecular complex).

Folding DNA to cre
and patterns

In 1959, Richard Feynman put forward the challenge of writing the
Encyclopaedia Britannica on the head of a pin1, a task which he
calculated would require the use of dots 8 nm in size. Scanning probe
techniques have essentially answered this challenge: atomic force
microscopy2 (AFM) and scanning tunnelling microscopy3,4 (STM)
allow us to manipulate individual atoms. But these techniques create
patterns serially (one line or one pixel at a time) and tend to require
ultrahigh vacuum or cryogenic temperatures. As a result, methods
based on self-assembly are considered as promising alternatives that
offer inexpensive, parallel synthesis of nanostructures under mild
conditions5. Indeed, the power of these methods has been demonstrated in systems based on components ranging from porphyrins6 to
whole viral particles7. However, the ability of such systems to yield
structures of high complexity remains to be demonstrated. In
particular, the difficulty of engineering diverse yet specific binding
interactions means that most self-assembled structures contain just a
Roupioz,that
PhD,
Summer
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2018
few Yoann
unique positions
mayESONN
be addressed
as ‘pixels’
.
Nucleic acids can help overcome this problem: the exquisite

suggested that the folding of long strands could, in principle, proceed
without many misfoldings and avoid the problems of stoichiometry
and purification associated with methods that use many short DNA
strands.
I now present a versatile and simple ‘one-pot’ method for using
numerous short single strands of DNA to direct the folding of a long,
single strand of DNA into desired1shapes that are roughly 100 nm in
diameter and have a spatial resolution of about 6 nm. I demonstrate
the generality of this method, which I term ‘scaffolded DNA origami’,
by assembling six different shapes, such as squares, triangles and fivepointed stars. I show that the method not only provides access to
structures that approximate the outline of any desired shape, but also
enables the creation of structures with arbitrarily shaped holes or
surface patterns composed of more than 200 individual pixels. The
patterns on the 100-nm-sized DNA shapes thus have a complexity
that is tenfold higher than that of any previously self-assembled
arbitrary pattern and comparable to that achieved using66AFM and
STM surface manipulation4.

Paul W. K. Rothemund

‘Bottom-up fabrication’, which exploits the intrinsic p
widely used to make relatively simple nanostructures
complexity, matching that routinely achieved by ‘topattractive route towards this goal. Here I describe a s
arbitrary two-dimensional shapes. The design for a de

DNA origami
Bacteriophage M13

« M13 is a virus that infects the bacterium
Escherichia coli. It is composed of a
circular single-stranded DNA molecule
encased in a thin flexible tube made up of
about 2700 copies of a single protein called
P8, the major coat protein. The ends of the
tube are capped with minor coat proteins. »
Source: Wikipedia

http://2010.igem.org/wiki/images/e/ed/P3_image.jpg
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Folding DNA to create nanoscale shapes
and patterns
Vol 440|16 March 2006|doi:10.1038/nature04586
Paul W. K. Rothemund1
‘Bottom-up fabrication’, which exploits the intrinsic properties of atoms and molecules to direct their self-organization, is
widely used to make relatively simple nanostructures. A key goal for this approach is to create nanostructures of high
complexity, matching that routinely achieved by ‘top-down’ methods. The self-assembly of DNA molecules provides an
attractive route towards this goal. Here I describe a simple method for folding long, single-stranded DNA molecules into
arbitrary two-dimensional shapes. The design for a desired shape is made by raster-filling the shape with a 7-kilobase
single-stranded scaffold and by choosing over 200 short oligonucleotide ‘staple strands’ to hold the scaffold in place.
Once synthesized and mixed, the staple and scaffold strands self-assemble in a single step. The resulting DNA
structures are roughly 100 nm in diameter and approximate desired shapes such as squares, disks and five-pointed stars
with a spatial resolution of 6 nm. Because each oligonucleotide can serve as a 6-nm pixel, the structures can be
programmed to bear complex patterns such as words and images on their surfaces. Finally, individual DNA structures
can be programmed to form larger assemblies, including extended periodic lattices and a hexamer of triangles (which
constitutes a 30-megadalton molecular complex).

Folding DNA to create n
and patterns

suggested that the folding of long strands could, in principle, proceed
In 1959, Richard Feynman put forward the challenge of writing the
without many misfoldings and avoid the problems of stoichiometry
Encyclopaedia Britannica on the head of a pin1, a task which he
and purification associated with methods that use many short DNA
calculated would require the use of dots 8 nm in size. Scanning probe
strands.
techniques have essentially answered this challenge: atomic force
I now present a versatile and simple ‘one-pot’ method for using
microscopy2 (AFM) and scanning tunnelling microscopy3,4 (STM)
allow us to manipulate individual atoms. But these techniques create
numerous short single strands of DNA to direct the folding of a long,
patterns serially (one line or one pixel at a time) and tend to require
single strand of DNA into desired1shapes that are roughly 100 nm in
ultrahigh vacuum or cryogenic temperatures. As a result, methods
diameter and have a spatial resolution of about 6 nm. I demonstrate
based on self-assembly are considered as promising alternatives that
the generality of this method, which I term ‘scaffolded DNA origami’,
offer inexpensive, parallel synthesis of nanostructures under mild
by assembling six different shapes, such as squares, triangles and fiveconditions5. Indeed, the power of these methods has been demonpointed stars. I show that the method not only provides access to
strated in systems based on components ranging from porphyrins6 to
structures that approximate the outline of any desired shape, but also
whole viral particles7. However, the ability of such systems to yield
enables the creation of structures with arbitrarily shaped holes or
structures of high complexity remains to be demonstrated. In
surface patterns composed of more than 200 individual pixels. The
particular, the difficulty of engineering diverse yet specific binding
patterns on the 100-nm-sized DNA shapes thus have a complexity
interactions means that most self-assembled structures contain just a
that is tenfold higher than that of any previously self-assembled
few unique positions that may be addressed as ‘pixels’.
arbitrary pattern and comparable to that achieved using AFM and
Nucleic acids can help overcome this problem: the exquisite
STM surface manipulation4.
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less than 20 nm spacing10,11, as well as three-dimensional shapes such
structure that will approximate the desired shape. Figure 1a shows an
periodic crossovers
with minor grooves
helices. Insets show a dumbbell hairpin (d) and a 4-T loop (e), modifications
12
13 on the top face of the shape, blue
as a cube and truncated octahedron . However, because the
example shape (outlined in red) that is 33 nm wide and 35 nm tall.

Paul W. K. Rothemund

‘Bottom-up fabrication’, which exploits the intrinsic properties of ato
widely used to make relatively simple nanostructures. A key goal for
complexity, matching that routinely achieved by ‘top-down’ methods
attractive route towards this goal. Here I describe a simple method f
arbitrary two-dimensional shapes. The design for a desired shape is
single-stranded scaffold and by choosing over 200 short oligonucleo
Once synthesized and mixed, the staple and scaffold strands self-ass
structures are roughly 100 nm in diameter and approximate desired s

accordingly. Along seams and some edges the minor groove angle
(1508) places scaffold crossovers in tension with adjacent periodic
crossovers (Fig. 1d, cross-section 2); such situations are left
unchanged.

DNA origami

available for folding, most designs did not fold all 7,176 nt; short
(#25 nt) ‘remainder strands’ were added to complement unused
sequence. In general, a 100-fold excess of 200–250 staple and
remainder strands were mixed with scaffold and annealed from

Figure 2 | DNA origami shapes. Top row, folding paths. a, square;
is the 1st base, purple the 7,000th. Bottom two rows, AFM images. White
b, rectangle; c, star; d, disk with three holes; e, triangle with rectangular
lines and arrows indicate blunt-end stacking. White brackets in a mark the
domains; f, sharp triangle with trapezoidal domains and bridges between
height of an unstretched square and that of a square stretched vertically (by a
Yoann Roupioz,
PhD,
ESONN
Summer
School 2018
them (red lines in inset). Dangling
curves and
loops
represent
unfolded
factor .1.5) into an hourglass. White features in f are hairpins;70
the triangle
is labelled as in Fig. 3k but lies face down. All images and panels without scale
sequence. Second row from top, diagrams showing the bend of helices at

Dedicated softwares for DNA origami
5004 designs
Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37, No. 15
Who to design 2D or 3D objects??

scale bars: 25 nm

e 2. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and agarose-gel analysis of DNA-origami blocks. The nom
e m Published
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perResearch,
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row. Vol.
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4 motif;
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online of
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June 2009rows, and nis the number of
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37,!No.
15 5001–5006
; (v) 4 ! 16 motif; (vi) 3 ! 20 motif; (vii) 2 ! 30 motif. (a ) Cylinder-model projections doi:10.1093/nar/gkp436
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Rapid prototyping of 3D DNA-origami shapes

Dedicated softwares for DNA origami designs
CanDo (https://cando-dna-origami.org/examples/)
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Castro et al., Nature Meth, 2011,DOI:10.1038/NMETH.1570
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pearance is not obvious for particles that are
oriented with the 10-helix-wide side oriented
parallel to the grid surface. Surprisingly, the 11 bp
per turn designed twist density improved overall
folding quality (Fig. 2F) of the 10-by-6 bundle.
We speculate that the increased spacing between
crossover planes may allow greater electrostaticrepulsion–driven bowing out of helices that,

global twist
per turn as observed for each version
to be completely straight with no detectable
global
of the 10-by-6 bundles versus initially imposed
twist (Fig. 2A, top right). In contrast, for both the
double-helical twist density (Fig. 2H). Different
versions with locally overtwisted architectures
and locallyprobably will exhibit global twistundertwisted DNA fragments, we ing
consistently
that will vary in absolute magnitude but not in
observed ribbons that clearly twist sign
(seefrom
fig. the
S3values observed for the 10-by 6bundle
because of differences in resistance to
for additional zoom-out image data). To
determine
as a function of cross-sectional shape. For
the chirality of these twisted ribbons, torsion
we collected
example, a 60-helix bundle with a more extended
tilt-pair images by rotating the TEMcross
goniometer
section (e.g., 30 by 2 helices) would be
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helical twist densities deviating from 10.5 bp
per turn (21, 22). Planar DNA origami (18) has
been designed with an average twist density of
10.67 bp per turn. Intrinsic global twist of such
designs as exists in solution, however, might not
be obvious from image analysis of particles flattened by adhesion to surfaces.
We next explored the use of balanced gradients of insertions and deletions to produce
global bend with no global twist by constructing

Fig. 2. Deviations from 10.5 bp per turn twist density induce global

ribbons remain station

scale(red)
bars:device.
50 nm
Fig. 1. Design principles for controlling twist and curvature in DNA bundles. (A) Doubletwisting.
helices(Aare
to C) (Top left) Models of a 10-by-6–helix DNA bundle
(F) Ethidium
with 10.5,
10, and 11 bp per turn average double-helical twist density, migration of unpurifie
constrained to a honeycomb arrangement by staple-strand crossovers. Semi-transparent crossover
planes
respectively,
mark the locations of strand crossovers between neighboring helices, which are spaced at 7-bp
intervalsand models of ribbons when polymerized (silver). (Bottom node-to-node distance
left) Monomeric particles as observed by negative-stain TEM. Scale bars, 20 TEM micrographs. Left
along the helical axis. From left to right, each plane contains a class of crossovers rotated in-plane
by 240°
etobserved
al., Science,
(2009),
325,
235 T 32 nm (n = 62
nm. (Right) Polymeric Dietz
ribbons as
by TEM. Scale
bars, 50 nm.
(D p725
clockwise with respect to the preceding plane. The crossover planes divide the bundle conceptually
into
helix
and E) Tilt-pair images of twisted ribbons polymerized from 11 bp per turn (n = 197), respectivel
fragments that can be viewed as residing in array cells (one cell is highlighted). (B) Array cell(D)
with
anddefault
10 bp per turn (E); 10-by-6–helix bundles, recorded at goniometer observed global comp
angles
of
40°isand –40°. Arrows indicate the observed upward (for 1174
bp density initially impos
content of 7 bp, which exerts no stress
on
its
neighbors.
(C)
Above,
array
cell
with
content
of
5
bp,
which
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per turn)
or downward (for 10 bp/turn) direction of movement of the to calculate global tw
under strain and therefore exerts a left-handed torque and a pull on its neighbors. Below, array
cell with
content of 9 bp, which is under strain and therefore exerts a right-handed torque and atwisted-ribbon
push on its nodes. The dashed line provides a reference point (ends of indicate SD.
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caDNAno (Shi’s group, MIT)

Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37, No. 15

5003

Figure 1. caDNAno Interface and design pipeline. (a ) Screenshot of caDNAno interface. Left, Slice panel displays a cross-sectional view of the
honeycomb lattice where helices can be added to the design. Middle, Path panel provides an interface to edit an unrolled 2D schematic of the scaﬀold
Published online
16 June
2009Render panel provides a real-time 3D model of theNucleic
Acids SVG
Research,
37,a,No.
5001–5006
and staple
paths. Right,
design. (b ) Exported
schematic of2009,
example Vol.
design from
with 15
scaﬀold (blue) and staple (multi-color) sequences. (c) Path panel snapshot during first step of the design process. Short stretches of scaﬀold
are
doi:10.1093/nar/gkp436
inserted into the Path panel as helices are added via the Slice panel. (d) The Path panel editing tools are used to stitch together a continuous scaﬀold
path. (e) The auto-staple button is used to generate a default set of continuous staple paths, including crossovers. The breakpoint tool is subsequently
used to split the staple paths into lengths between 18 and 49 bases. Finally, the scaﬀold sequence is applied to generate the list of staple sequences.
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(f) Exported X3D
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from the Render

Rapid prototyping of 3D DNA-origami shapes

LETTERS

Dedicated softwares for
DNA origami designs
of simpler DNA-origami structures such as the six-helix-bundle nanotube is much more robust to variations in annealing conditions (Supplementary Note S1); the Rothemund flat origami and these simpler
nanotube structures could be folded with 72 min ramps. Presumably,
multilayered structures must traverse more difficult kinetic traps,
perhaps owing in part to the larger density of crossovers, in part to
issues of local folding and unfolding in the confined space between two
LETTERS

caDNAno (Shi’s group, MIT)
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sign of three-dimensional DNA origami. a, Double helices
f scaffold (grey) and staple strands (orange, white, blue) run
e z-axis to form an unrolled two-dimensional schematic of the
Phosphate linkages form crossovers between adjacent helices,
rossovers bridging different layers shown as semicircular arcs.
model of a half-rolled conceptual intermediate. Cylinders

represent double helices, with loops of unpaired scaffold strand linking the
ends of adjacent helices. c, Cylinder model of folded target shape. The
honeycomb arrangement of parallel helices is shown in cross-sectional slices
(i–iii) parallel to the x–y plane, spaced apart at seven base-pair intervals that
repeat every 21 base pairs. All potential staple crossovers are shown for each
cross-section. d, Atomistic DNA model of shape from c.

helical diameter has been estimated22 as 2.2–2.6 nm), this observation
scaffold strands that were incorporated into monomeric
r folding varied from 7% to 44% for these targets as
suggests the presence of inter-helical gaps produced byVol
electrostatic
459 | 21
y ethidium-bromide fluorescence intensity. Gel-purified
repulsion8 of the order of 0.1–0.4 nm, significantly less than the
re generally observed to be monodisperse with a homo1.0 nm gap size estimated for Rothemund flat origami. This discrepe (Fig. 2f); defect analysis for a series of related objects
pancy is probably related to the roughly twofold higher density of
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nd elsewhere21.
crossovers
present
in the School
honeycomb-pleated
origami. Differences in
effective
helix
diameter
between
architectures
may originate in part
objects displayed in Fig. 2 demonstrate the generality of this

scale bars: 20 nm
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objects built with similar specifications as the test objects.
To explore the thermal stability of the test objects, we heated
the samples and monitored the temperature-dependent content
of double-stranded DNA by collecting the fluorescence intensity
of a reporter dye (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Methods). We
observed melting transitions between 55 °C and 65 °C, ~10 °C
below the average melting temperature calculated for each individual staple oligonucleotide sequence used in the designs using
mfold42. The reduced melting temperatures of the DNA origami objects may be due to destabilizing factors such as electrostatic repulsion between neighboring helices, mechanical strain
induced by interhelix cross-overs and entropic cost associated
with scaffold looping. We correlated the melting profiles with
agarose gel electrophoresis and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging. Typical micrographs of heated objects are
shown in Figure 5d. Samples incubated at 37 °C appeared identical to the samples stored at room temperature (20 °C) for all test
structures. After incubating one of the objects (24-helix bundle)

phoresis and/or imaging by TEM in any of these conditions.
Finally, we treated the test objects with nucleases including
DNase I, T7 endonuclease I, T7 exonuclease, Escherichia coli
exonuclease I, lambda exonuclease and MseI restriction endonuclease (Supplementary Methods) 43–48 . DNase I and T7
endonuclease I degraded the test objects, but treatment with the
other enzymes did not result in structural alterations as judged by
direct imaging using TEM and by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 5e,f).
We studied the kinetics of digestion by DNase I and found that
it takes one unit of DNase I about 60 min to degrade 2 ng of our
test structures in a 20-µl reaction at 37 °C (Fig. 5g). By contrast,
one unit of DNase I completely degraded 65 ng of duplex plasmid
DNA (pET24b) in a 20-µl volume in less than 5 min (Fig. 5g).
Unlike plasmid DNA, which is fully exposed to the degrading
enzymes, DNA origami objects are shielded because of the closepacked double-helical domains in the structure. Resistance to
endo- and exonucleases opens up interesting prospects for the
use of multilayer DNA origami objects as encapsulation agents.

Dedicated softwares for DNA origami designs
CanDo (https://cando-dna-origami.org/examples/)

a
b
Figure 4 | CanDo. (a–c) caDNAno design diagram
RMSF (nm)
RMSF (nm)
0.2
0.2
1.2
1.2
for multilayer DNA origami objects in honeycomb
lattice packing with deviations from the constant
7-bp cross-over spacing rule (left). Base-pair
insertions and deletions are depicted as loops
and crosses, respectively. CanDo 3D structure and
local flexibility prediction shown as a heatmap
that indicates local root-mean-square fluctuations
(RMSFs) (middle). Representative negative-stain
50 bp
TEM micrographs (right). Scale bars, 20 nm. The
50 bp
objects shown in a and b form circular gears
d
upon multimerization as described elsewhere8.
c
RMSF (nm)
RMSF (nm)
1.6
0.2
0.3
1.2
The object shown in c was made for this work;
note the asymmetry in RMSF between the two
‘shoulders’ of the object, which can be mapped
to an asymmetric distribution of cross-overs in
the object design. (d) CanDo 3D structure and
50 bp
flexibility prediction for a caDNAno design of a
tetrameric 60-helix bundle object in honeycomb
lattice packing in which insertions are used to
create an effective underwinding to 11 bp per turn
for each double-helical domain in the object. The
50 bp
caDNAno design file is provided in Supplementary
Figure 5. CanDo predicts handedness correctly and
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reproduces
within
15% error
the extent
of global
twist deformation
as quantified by direct TEM imaging8. Typical TEM data for the twisted ribbon
Fig. 1e. Rendering of a 50 bp long B-form DNA double helix is included as a length reference (50 bp = 17 nm).

Castro et al., Nature Meth, 2011,DOI:10.1038/NMETH.1570
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low salt concentrations and all 199 staple oligonucleotides were present each at a 500 nM effecsoftwares
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For the folding
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Castro et al., Nature Meth, 2011,DOI:10.1038/NMETH.1570

DNA origami decorated with nanoparticles

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the preparation of AuNP–DNA conjugates with a divalent thiolate-Au linkage and their employment in the self-assembly of DNA origam
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [75]. Copyright 2008. American Chemical Society.

2D nanostructures

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the self-assembly process of six-AuNP linear structures and representative SEM and TEM micrographs. The scale bars in the SEM and TEM
Q. Liu et al., Methods (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2013.10.006
micrographs are respectively 200 nm and 50 nm. Adapted with permission from Ref. [14]. Copyright 2010. American Chemical Society. (b) SEM micrographs of different fuse
metallic nanostructures. All scale bars are 500 nm. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [96]. Copyright 2011. American Chemical Society.

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018

Please cite this article in press as: Q. Liu et al., Methods (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2013.10.006
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2D rectangular DNA origami sheet (Fig. 4). First,
rigami structure was designed with fifteen bindDNA origami decorated with
ng sites were distributed along two linear chains

3D helical nanostructures

assembled nanoantenna that was made up of a D
with one or two AuNSs (Fig. 6). The DNA origami
nanoparticles
a pole of 12-helix bundles and a base formed

s array constructed via 2D rectangular DNA origami.
(a)al.,
Schematic
of the system. (b) TEM micrographs of the
Q. Liu et
Methodsrepresentations
(2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ymeth.2013.10.006
are 10 nm. (c) Circular dichroism signals of the plasmonic chiral helical structures. Adapted with permission from Ref. [99]. Cop
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Another strategy to recruit proteins to specific locations on
DNA origami scaffolds uses zinc-finger proteins (ZFP) as adaptors (Figure 2 C). ZFPs are DNA-binding proteins that can be

ple, a toehold-containing biotin-modified staple strand in the
punched DNA nanotape was removed by the addition of
coupling
process, toehold-mediated
strand dis“unset strands”.[22] In thissite-specific

DNA origami decorated with proteins

w/ chemical ligands

ChemBioChem 2016, 17, 1081 – 1089

Aptamer-based
binding

DNA binding
by Zn-finger
proteins

analysis of distance
specific apt-protein
interactions

Figure 2. Origami-based protein arrangements and interactions. A) Aptamer-based positioning of proteins.[15] B) Site-specific coupling of fusion proteins on an
origami tile with chemical ligands.[16] C) Protein assembly using zinc-finger-binding proteins.[20] D) Reversible protein assembly based on toehold-mediated
[23]
strand displacement.[22] E) Analysis
of distance-specific
82
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toehold-mediated strand
displacement

DNA Structures

DNA nanocage decorated with proteins
DOI: 10.1002/anie.200603392

Central cavity of the tetrahedron
could accommodate a sphere of
radius of approximately
2.6nm,corresponding to a
globular protein with a molecular
weight of 60 kDa.

Single-Molecule Protein Encapsulation in a Rigid
DNA Cage**
Christoph M. Erben, Russell P. Goodman, and
Andrew J. Turberfield*
cytochrome c (12.4 kDa)

Herein, we demonstrate the encapsulation of a single
molecule of cytochrome c within a rigid tetrahedral cage
made of DNA. Encapsulation can be used to exert control
the protein
[1] is held on the inside or on the ou
confinement within chaperone
over a guest molecule:
tetrahedron.
For the[2]diastereomer
that
is sele
while synthetic
cages
complexes promotes protein folding,
[11a]
the attachment
assembly
[3] point is on
catalyze
have been used to
stabilizeprocess,
reactive intermediates,
the tetrahedron for conjugation at nucleotide
[4]
reactions, and influence the conformation of peptides.[5] 8
outside at nucleotide 13 (counting in the 5’ to
Containers on all scales down to the molecular level have
with the unpaired nucleotide at the vertex
a
been used to protect and target the delivery[11a]
of drugs.[6]
is essential t
stereoselectivity of the synthesis
Capsules that could contain single proteins include multiof our strategy, as an attachment point that is on
meric fusion proteins,[7] viral capsids,[8] and DNA polyone diastereomer would be on the outside of th
hedra.[9–11] DNA polyhedra are cagelike structures with
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
edges formed from rigid double helices connected by
compare a group of 11 tetrahedra with cytoch
branch junctions;[12] their dimensions are comparable to
jugated at consecutive positions along one edge
those of proteins and protein complexes. DNA tetrahedra
to the 15th nucleotide (see Figure 1 c). The
are particularly attractive candidates for the encapsulation of
labeled “T” contains a tight band
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DNA-based drug delivery
« Particles below 25 nm are subject to filtration in the kidney or uptake in the liver, and
particles above 150 nm experience increased filtration in the spleen and phagocytosis
Okholm,nanocages
J. Kjems / Advanced Drug
Reviews 106 (2016)
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areDelivery
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« nanovehicles
»

NA tetrahedron loaded with drug-like molecules. a) The DNA tetrahedron is assembled by annealing of 4 ODNs. It consists of three 20 bp sides and three 30 bp sides m
ely 7.5 nm or 10.5 nm high depending on the orientation [90]. b) CpG ODNs attached to the vertices of the tetrahedron [77]. c) siRNA attached to the sides of the tetr
orubicin interchelates dsDNA of the tetrahedron. Panel a) is reprinted with permission from the publisher.

a) The DNA tetrahedron is assembled by annealing of 4 ODNs. It consists of three 20 bp
sides and three 30 bp sides making it approximately
7.5 nm or 10.5 nm high
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into the cell. From extensive research in plasmid and siRNA de
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in the absence of transfection agents, due to their size and charge
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is solely
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pH difference,
not by the alteration of buffer compound; since parallel
sed form was also dominant in HEPES buffered solution at pH 6.0 (Figure 3). It is obvious that the
eshold of the closing of DNA Origami Pliers exists between pH 7 and 6.
Under acidic conditions, nine pairs of 12-mer i-binders (5'FigureAACCCCAACCCC-3')
1. Schematic illustration attached
of the present
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Figure 2. Atomic force
microscopy
(AFM) images of DNA Origami Pliers deposited
Formation
of C-quadruplex
Sensors
on mica at pH 8.2 (a); pH 7.0 (b); and pH 5.6 (c). Insets: 150% magnified view
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typical motifs.
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DNA origami as pH sensor
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of DNA Origami Pliers deposited on
mica at pH 8.2 (a); pH 7.0 (b); and pH 5.6 (c). Insets: 150% magnified view of
Figure 2. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of DNA Origami Pliers deposited
typical motifs.
on mica at pH 8.2 (a); pH 7.0 (b); and pH 5.6 (c). Insets: 150% magnified view of
typical motifs.
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structures and devices to direct spatial arrange- discrete DNA structures has generally lacked the In our design, a DNA brick is a 32-nt strand that
we conceptualize as four consecutive 8-nt doment of functional molecules (6, 25, 32–34), complexity that DNA origami can offer.
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Fig. 1. Design of DNA brick structures analogous to structures built of LEGO®
bricks. (A) A 32-nt four-domain single-stranded DNA brick. Each domain is
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8 nt in length. The
connected
domains
and 3 are Summer
“head” domains;
1 and 4 are “tail” domains. (B) Each two-brick assembly forms a 90° dihedral

the 6H by 6H by 48B cuboid. Each brick has a particular sequence. The color
use is consistent with (B). Half bricks are present on the boundary of each
layer. (E) The 6H by 6H by 48B cuboid is self-assembled91from DNA bricks. The
bricks are not interchangeable during self-assembly because of the distinct

40 mM MgCl2 was higher than the optimal
MgCl2 concentration for 3D origami folding,
which typically is below 30 mM (18). Columnpurified DNA bricks product (~50% recovery
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Fig. 2. Cuboid structures self-assembled from DNA bricks. (A) DNA bricks selfassembled into a 6H by 10H by 128B cuboid in a one-step thermal annealing
process. (B) Agarose gel electrophoresis showing 50% purification recovery
efficiency of the 6H by 10H by 128B cuboid. Lane M contains the 1-kb ladder.
Lanes 1 and 2 contain unpurified and purified 6H by 10H by 128B cuboid
structures, respectively. The red arrow points to the cuboid product band. (C)
TEM images of gel-purified 6H by 10H by 128B cuboid. Zoomed-in images
(bottom) and corresponding computer-generated graphics (middle) show three
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DNA machines
•

DNA nanomachine driven by repeated
sequential addition of DNA control strands

•

DNA tweezers: two double-stranded arms
connected by a flexible single-stranded hinge

•

The ‘set’ strand pulls the arms into a closed
conformation by hybridizing to single-stranded
tails at the ends of the arms

•

A short region of the set strand remains singlestranded even when it is hybridized to the
tweezers: this region serves as a toehold that
allows the ‘unset’ strand to hybridize to the set
strand and strip it from the device, returning
the tweezers to the open configuration and
generating a double-stranded
waste product.
4 nm

•

Set strand

‘Open’

Waste

‘Closed’

The state of the device can be determined by
measuring the separation between donor and
acceptor
fluorophores
(represented
5
Unset strand
nanometre-scale
object.
The DNA tetrahedron
has by the
greenbytriangle
and red circle)hinges.
usingAFRET.
d edges linked
flexible single-stranded
, can be trapped in the central cavity of the tetrahedron.
Yurke, B., Turber eld, A. J., Mills, A. P. Jr, Simmel, F. C. &
Figure
2
A
DNA nanomachine
driven by repeated
sequential addition of DNA co
Neumann,
J. L. A DNA-fuelled
molecular
DNA could be used to open the tetrahedron
28
machine
made
of DNA.
Nature 406, 605–608
(2000). by a flexible
strands. DNA
tweezers
have
two double-stranded
arms connected
, A. N. Kapenidis & A.J.T., manuscript in preparation) to
single-stranded hinge. The ‘set’ strand pulls the arms into a closed conformation
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by hybridizing to single-stranded tails at the ends of the arms. A short region of
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Stepping operation of a rotary DNA origami
DOI: 10.1039/c7cc03214e
device†
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We constructed a rotary DNA origami device and tested its stepping
operation on a mica substrate by sequential strand displacement
with four diﬀerent sets of signal DNA strands. This work paves the
way for building a variety of dynamic rotary DNA nanodevices
which respond to multiple signals.

The ‘‘wheel’’ is one of the greatest inventions of human beings.1
Since the rotating mechanism is compact and eﬃcient, rotating
parts such as screws, gears and motors could be found in every
machine. In the latter half of the 20th century, it was discovered
that there exist rotary mechanisms in the world of living beings,
such as flagella motors2 and F1F0-ATPase.3,4 Feringa and colleagues
mimicked these nanometer-sized rotating molecules and synthesized light-driven molecular motors.5
Recently, DNA nanotechnology6–10 has enabled us to create
various DNA nanodevices with rotating parts. In particular,
several attempts have been made to control DNA nanostructures
with rotatable parts in a sequence-specific manner.11–13 In these
systems, there is the problem that the solution is gradually
diluted every time signal DNA is added to the solution. To avoid
this, Endo et al. employed photo-responsive oligonucleotides14,15
and constructed a mechanism to control the rotor in two
different positions by light irradiation of different wavelengths.16
Kuzyk et al. also developed light-driven and pH-driven rotating
mechanisms.17,18 Dietz and colleagues reported a combined DNA
origami system in which a rotor can rotate infinitely but there is
no position control.19 Controlling the orientation of a rotor at
predetermined fixed angles is essential for such mechanisms to
function. In this study, we designed a DNA origami structure with a
rotor immobilized onto a substrate surface to evaluate its stepping
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position functional molecules: examples include molecular electronic
circuits6,7, near-field optical devices8 and enzyme networks9.
It is an obvious extension of this research to convert static
DNA structures into machines. DNA is not the natural choice of
material to build active structures with because it lacks the structural
and catalytic versatility of proteins and RNA (for both DNA and
RNA, Watson–Crick base pairing is the strongest interaction
determining inter- and intramolecular interactions, but RNA has
a much richer repertoire of weaker non-covalent interactions
that can stabilize complex structures10). If we could cope with
the interactions required for a three-dimensional fold we would
design more competent machines made, as in nature, from RNA
and proteins11,12. We make nanomachines from DNA because
the simplicity of its structure and interactions allows us to control
its assembly.
In this review we concentrate on research that is leading towards
the development of synthetic molecular motors. We start by showing
how DNA nanostructures can be made to switch between two states
in response to molecular or environmental signals; we describe how
a device can be moved along a track by operating molecular switches
in the correct sequence; we finish with an account of the current state

DNA walking machines
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Figure 3 DNA nanomachines that execute directional stepwise movement along linear tracks. a, The Shin and Pierce walker54 has two distinct feet and steps along a track
hat displays a sequence of four distinct single-stranded anchorages (the first three are shown). Each step is driven by sequential addition of two control strands, one that lifts
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nstruction strands are required for extended operation of the motor. b, Autonomous movement can be driven by enzymatic hydrolysis of the DNA or RNA backbone. Binding
of the cargo (dark green) to an anchorage (light green) enables an enzyme to cleave the anchorage (the cleavage site is indicated by a black triangle). A short fragment of the
anchorage is released, leaving the cargo with a single-stranded toehold that can bind to the intact anchorage ahead of it; the cargo can then step forward by a branch
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ABSTRACT The assembly of a “bipedal walker” and of a “bipedal stepper” using DNA constructs is described. These DNA machines
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cellular
delivery
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functional
proteins
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dilution of the samples during the transfection.
The
slower
develop carriers and advanced systems that are concurrently safe, virus proteins or by introducing DNA intercalators that modify
biocompatible and entirely modular. In this respect, the surface properties of the objects. Furthermore, 43–49
kinetics enabled detection of clear diﬀerences efficient,
between
the medicine, therapeutics and nanomedical engineering.lipid membrane
Here,
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the prerequisites for smart nanocarriers, and therefore, they
40 in diverse biomedical applications.6–8
possess a huge potential
One of the most convenient techniques to build DNA
nanostructures is to utilize scaﬀolded DNA origami,9 which
facilitates robust, nanometer-level precise fabrication of arbitrary
DNA shapes.10–13 Moreover, the method has served as an important
starting point for developing user-friendly software for designing
DNA objects14–16 and completely new design strategies for DNAbased nanoconstruction.17–20 The structural versatility provided
by the DNA origami approach has yielded many intriguing
applications, including optical nanodevices,21 custom-shaped
metal nanoparticles,22–24 and artificial ion channels.25

38

Therefore, the recent developments in the field prospectively make
DNA origami nanostructures as suitable candidates for smart drug
delivery vehicles and carriers in advanced therapeutics.
In this communication, we show how a DNA origami loaded
with active molecular components can be delivered into cells
(Fig. 1). We employed bioluminescent enzymes as a cargo for
the tubular DNA origami and transfected the formed complex
into cells in vitro. By using these detection-sensitive enzymes,
we were able to demonstrate the activity of the delivered enzymes
from the cell lysate (after transfection) using a luminescence assay.
The assay shows that the enzymes can stay intact in the transfection
process and retain their catalytic activity, thus demonstrating the
feasibility of the proposed delivery system. We believe that the
system presented here can find uses, for example, in enzyme
replacement therapy. Similarly, the modular DNA origami
approach could be used in transporting other pivotal molecules
and complexes into cells, thus enabling highly sophisticated
medical treatments. Loading of the origami can be realized by
attaching molecules via DNA hybridization or by using other
linking techniques, such as avidin–biotin interaction. Furthermore,
encapsulating active enzymes inside hollow origami cages has
recently been demonstrated to efficiently protect the enzymes
against proteolytic degradation.39

origami and TEM images of the structures with corresponding orientations
The width of the origami is between 27–33 nm and the cavity is 14–21 nm
Fig. 1 A DNA origami equipped with three biotinylated binding sites (on
wide. Right: Agarose gel electrophoresis of the hexagonal tubes with
the inner surface) is loaded with streptavidin-modified Lucia luciferase
biotin binding sites (folded and purified HTB) and hexagonal tubes with
enzymes (LUC). Loaded origamis are transiently transported into cells, and
LUC-enzymes (LUC + HTB). Structures are electrophoresed after folding
subsequently, the cells are washed in order to remove free and cell
and after PEG-purification, and their running speeds are compared to the
membrane-bound complexes. Activity of the delivered LUC is measured
scaffold strand M13mp18 (S). Purification (PEG-based or spin-filtering)
from the cell lysates using coelenterazine-based luminescence assay.
removes practically all the excess staple strands (bright area at the
Biohybrid Materials, Department of Biotechnology and Chemical Technology,
bottom
of the
Aalto University,
P. O. Box 16100,
FI-00076folded
Aalto, Finland.HTB lane) and most of the unbound LUC-enzymes
E-mail: mauri.kostiainen@aalto.fi, veikko.linko@aalto.fi
(see
also
ESI†).
Division of Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Technology, Faculty of Pharmacy,
a

b

University of Helsinki, FI-00790 Helsinki, Finland

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Details of DNA origami
The DNA origami used in this work is a hexagonal tube
preparation and purification methods. Details of cell culturing, transfection, TEM
40
imaging, gel electrophoresis, and confocal microscopy. Additional confocal
(HT) (see Fig. 1), and it is equipped with three biotinylated (B)
images. Luminescence assay for free enzymes and spin-filtered enzymes. A list
of DNA origami strands. See DOI: 10.1039/c6cc08197e
binding sites on its inner surface. The biotins are assigned for
‡ Equal contribution.
the avidin-modified cargo (three enzymes should fit in the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
cavity of the carrier). TheYoann
DNARoupioz,
origami
structure
(hexagonal
PhD,
ESONN Summer
School
2018
40
tube with biotin = HTB) was assembled as explained previously,
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DNA-based multienzyme catalysts
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The ability of DNA to self-assemble into one-, two- and be detected. Figure 1c, image II, shows an AFM image of a single
three-dimensional nanostructures1–14, combined with the pre- two-hexagon strip, and image III presents the cross-sectional analycision that is now possible when positioning nanoparticles15–19 sis of the strip. The height of the DNA strip corresponds to !2 nm
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DNA and micro-nano(electronics)

prepared with Raluca Tiron,
CEA researcher (raluca.tiron@cea.fr)
Results from the A3DN project carried in Grenoble (R. Tiron & D. Gasparutto)

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA and micro-nano(electronics)

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA and silicon nanowires

Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical, Volume 146, Issue 1, 8 April 2010, Pages 138–144
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA and silicon nanowires

10
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of (a) the silicon nanowire device integrated with microﬂuidic channel and (b) the surface functionalization,
including
5
APTES and glutaraldehyde, DNA immobilization and DNA hybridization on the silicon nanowire surface.

Micro- (nano-)electronics & Moore’s law: a major issue
Moore's law, enounced in 1965 by Gordon Moore, the co founder of Intel, is the
observation that the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles
approximately every two years.

Source: Semiconwest 2016

After the 28nm node, we can continue
to make
transistors
smaller,
but not cheaper. EETimes
Yoann Roupioz,
PhD, ESONN Summer
School 2018
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Feature processing by photo-lithography: a top-dow approach
Photolithography is a process used in microfabrication to pattern parts of a thin film.
It uses light to transfer a geometric pattern from a photomask to a light-sensitive
chemical "photoresist“ (resist) on the substrate. (wikipedia)

Same mask used many times to print
thousand of wafers
Mask

Exposure
tool

Coated
wafer

CD: pattern resolution
λ : exposure wavelenght
(193nm today in production)
k1, NA: constants

Light wavelenght dictates patterning
resolution (diffraction limits)
10
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
7

Top-down versus bottom up approach
TO GO FORWARD NEED TO THINK
DIFFERENTLY: SELF ASSEMBLY A
BOTTOM-UP APPROACH

Self-assembly: a process in which a disordered system of pre-existing components
forms an organized structure or pattern as a consequence of specific, local
interactions among the components themselves, without external direction. (wikipedia)
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA single stranded bricks

SELF-ASSEMBLY EVERYWHERE IN THE NATURE

BUT KEEP IN MIND HIGH RESOLUTION

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA origami honeycomb lattices

100 nm

CD = 40nm
Pitch = 60nm
P.Wang et al, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2016, 138 (24), pp 7733–7740
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Oxide deposition (CVD) with DNA templates
When samples are exposed to a mixed vapor of Si(OEt)4 (TEOS), H2O, and
NH3, deposition of SiO2 occurred selectively on the SiO2 surface that was not
covered by the DNA template, resulting in a negative-tone pattern of SiO2

To reverse the area selectivity of the CVD, propanol vapor was introduced
and the relative humidity of the reaction chamber was increased. In this case,
the CVD reaction selectively deposited SiO2 onto the DNA nanostructures to
produce a positive-tone pattern
J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2013, 135, 6778–6781
DOI: 10.1021/ja401785h
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Oxide deposition (CVD) with DNA templates
selective deposition of inorganic oxide onto a DNA nanostructure in the presence of a SiO2 substrate

-

+

-

+

-

+

+/- presence of water/n-propanol
Oxide deposition on different
substrates with <20nm lateral
resolution
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2013, 135, 6778–6781
DOI: 10.1021/ja401785h
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HF « dry » etching of SiO2 on DNA nanostructures
HF induced pattern transfer from DNA nanostructures

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2011, 133 (31), pp 11868–11871
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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HF « dry » etching of SiO2 on DNA nanostructures
HF induced pattern transfer from DNA nanostructures
SiO2(s) + 4 HF(g) à SiF4(g) + 2 H2O(g)
6 HF + 3 H2O à 3 HF2- + 3 H3O+ (deprotonation)
3 HF2- + 3 H3O+ + SiO2 à 2 HF + SiF4 + 5 H2O (etching)

• DNA may absorb water (up to +100% w/w!) (phosphate groups)
• but DNA may also serve as a diffusion barrier after deposition on SiO2…
• ... then H2O content in SiO2 adsorbed DNA may favor or inhibit HF dry etching

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2011, 133 (31), pp 11868–11871
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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HF induced pattern transfer from DNA nanostructures
Triangular DNA origami
on a SiO2 surface

50% relative
humidity, 5 min

34% relative
humidity, 15 min

Scale bars represent 100 nm.
J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2011, 133 (31), pp 11868–11871
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA Origami Mask for sub-10 nm lithography
I/ Design: cadnano

II/ Synthesis:

III/ Process :

1- DNA adsorption
on Si-SiO2

2- DNA pattern transfer
by HF vapor etching

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018

3- DNA mask removal
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Sub 10 nm-large patterns transferred onto SiO2

AFM images of DNA and SiO2 substrate before and after HF vapor etching.
All values are given in nm. Scale bars: 50 nm.
Diagne C et all.
ACS Nano. 2016 Jul 26;10(7):6458-63
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA used a conducting nanowire

DNA metallization process:
o activation step consisting in an exchange of
metallic cations on the DNA backbone,
o cluster NW growth by electroless plating process,
o achievement of a uniform and continuous
metallic nanowire.

AFM images after metalization

C.Brun et al, IEEE Nanotechnology Magazine, Vol. 11 (1), 2017
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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DNA used a conducting nanowire
SEM images of the fabricated Ti/Au NWs
from suspended DNA wires

I/V curve for 80-nm diameter metallic NWs

C.Brun et al, IEEE Nanotechnology Magazine, Vol. 11 (1), 2017
Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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Thank you for your attention,
enjoy your stay in Grenoble!

Yoann Roupioz, PhD, ESONN Summer School 2018
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